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APPENDIX III

REVIEW OF RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS

The Task Group has considered a number of concepts in devising an approach

to guidance for cleanup and rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll, accepting
ar

some and rejecting orhera.”secdncept that AEC recommendations should

consistsof a series of alternatives or fall back positions with the

degree or level of radiation exposure reduction ultimately determined by

some later deliberation based on factors such as availability of funds «ce

tichdenaagerotiers was rejected. The consensus of the Task Group opinion

was that these recommendations should be specific and unequivocal, and

should establish a clear position on what is needed. To do less

would be unfair to the federal agencies who have accepted responsibilities

to perform the rehabilitations and to the Enewetak people who are looking

iV!
to this agency for aduése.
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The judgment of the Task Group is that rehabilitation must conform with
‘ rei f~54- Novns ck che rpta § (rot +o Alor dew . or vy vr. ae oye ‘yor Leet |

current radiation Standards and with good health physics practice in

implementing these standards. A summary of current radiation protection

standards and material related to health risks that may be associated with 7c

standards reviewed and radiation criteria recommended by the Task Group

follows.
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Federal Radiation Council (FRC)

Sasic PRC numerical suidanee and health protection vailosophy are

similar to those of the ICRP and ‘IcRP., Radiation Protection Guides

£.96's) are vrovided which deal with exposures of individuals and of

population groups. Actions are to be directed primarily toward control

2othe soucces of ratioactivity co restrict entry fate the environment

but also toward control of radioactive materials after entry into the

“ a: 1te : . ~,,
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dose that should not be exceeded without careful consideration of the

reasons for doing so. [very effort should be made to encourage the

maintenance of radiation doses as far below this guide as practicable.

Tie RPG's are intended for use with normal veacetine operations. Thers

maguld he no cumecaia radiation amogura ctthio:t rxpietation of

benefits fron such exposure. Considering such benefits, exposure at

the level of the 2°G is considered as an acceptable risk for a lifetine,

Tue “°PG's for the population are expressed in terns of annual exposure,

eacept for the gonads, «mere the ICR? recommended value of 5 renms in 3)

years is used. TRC states that the operational nechanism described for

application of criteria to Minit the vhole 5Sody Jose for individuals to

J.5 ren per year and to limit exposure of a suitable sample of the

population to 2.17 rem per year is likely to assure that the gonadal

exposure guide will not be exceeded.

Tae child, infant, and unborn infant are identified as being nore sensitive

to radiation than the adult. [xposures to be compared with the suidance

are to ve derived for the most sensitive menbers in tne population, The

guide for the individual applies ‘men individual exposures are known;
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otherwise, the zuide for a suitable sanple (one-third the guide for the

individual) is te se usel. This operational tecimique may be modifieu

to meet special situations.

The FRC primary numerical guides, expressed in rem, are provided in tvo

reports, PAC Nos. Loanc 2, sitaarized in Table I. Seconlary numerical

guides developed by FRC are expressed in terms of daily intake of specific

radionsclides sorte cspoadin; to the annual W's, Consiieration is given

to all radionuclides througi: all patinays to derive a total annual exposure

for comparison ith FRC suides. Tlowever, for many practical situations a

relatively few radionuclides yield the major contribution to total

exposure; by comparison, exposures from others are very small.

 

TABLE I

FRC RADIATION PROTECTION GuipEsl/

Individual Population Group

Whole body 0.5 rem/yr ~ 0.17 rem/yr

Gonads - 5 rems/30 yrs

Thyroid 2/ 1.5 rems/yr 0.5 rem/yr

Bone marrow 0.5 rem/yr 0.17 rem/yr

Bone 1.5 rems/yr 0.5 rem/yr

Bone (alternate 2! 0. 003 pg of 0.001 ¥g of **°Ra
guide) 2262, in adult in adult skeleton

skeleton

1/ For conditions and qualifications see FRC Report Nos. 1 and 2.
2/ Based upon childs thyroid, 2 gms in weight and other factors

listed in paragraphs 2.10-2.14 of FRC Report No. 2.

3/ Or the biological equivalents of these amounts of 2260p...
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The International Commission on Radiolovical Protection (ICRP)

The ICRP originated in the Second International Congress of Radiolosy

in 1928, It has been looked to as the appropriate body to give seneral

vuilance on vridesuread wie of radiation sources caused “vy ranid

developnents in the field of nuclear enerzy. ICRP recommendations deal

with the basic principles of radiation protection. To the various

national protection bodies is left the responsibility for introducing the

detailed technical regulations, recommendations, or codes of practice

best suited to their countries. Recormendations are intended to guide

the experts responsible for radiation protection practice.

ICRP states that the objectives of radiation protection are to prevent

acute radifation effects and to linit the risks of late effects to an

acceptable level. [It holds that it is unknown whether a threshold exists,

and it is assumed that even the smallest doses involve a proportionately

small risk. ‘lo practical alternative vas found to assuming a linear

relationship between dose and effect. This implies that there is no

wholly "safe" dose of radiation.

=xposure to natural backrround radiation carries a probability of causing

some somatic or hereditary injury. However, the Commission believes that

the risk resulting from exposures received from natural background should

not affect the justification of an additional risk from man-made exposures.

Accordingly, any dose linitations recormended by the Commission refer only

to exposure resultin; from technical practices that add to natural back-

sround radiation, These Jose linitations exclude exposures received in the

course of nedical procedures. (These sane qualifications srith resard to
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Neon? and FRCnatural backeround and medical procedures ar2 apniied to

reco-mendations.

ICRP developed the concept of “acceptable risk." Unless nan vishes to

dispense with activities involving exposures to fonizing radiation, he

must recomnize that there is a iesree wi cish and suse Linit the raltacion

dose to a level at «mich the assumed risk is deemed to be acceptable to

t
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activities.

Tor planned or controlled exposures of individuals and populations, the

ICR? has recommended the term "dose limit." Recommended dose limits are

TeShousit to be iwsoeciate! vith a very low decree of risk. Tor unplannel

exposures from uncontrolled sources the term "action level" is

recommended. In general it will be appropriate to institute countermeasures

only when their social cost and risk will be less than those resulting

from the exposure. Setting of action levels is the responsibility of

national authorities.

It is not desirable to exposure members of the public to doses as high as

those considered to be acceptable for radiation workers because children

are involved, members of the public do not make the choice to be exposed,

and members of the public are not subject to selection, supervision and

monitoring, and are exposed to the risks of their oim occupations. For

planning purposes , dose linits for members of the public are set a factor

of ten below those for radiation workers.

p
m
s
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The ICRP dose linits for individual members of the public are presented

in Table II. “No ~wxiaun “soaatically significant" Jose for a population

is given, The renetic jose to the population should be kept to the mininun

aaount consistent with necessity and should not exceed 5 rems in 30 years

from all sources other than natural background and medical procedures.

10 3sinsle type of ponulauricn exposure should take up a disproportionate

share of the total of the recommended dose limit.

TABLE I

 

ICRP DOSE LIMITS i

Individuals Population

Gonads, red 0.5 rem/yr -
bone-marrow

Skin, bone, 3.0 rems lyre! -
thyroid

Hands and forearms; 7.5 rems/yr -
feet and ankles

Other single organs 1.5 rems/yr -

Genetic dose 3/ - | . 5 rems/30 yrs

1/ For conditions and qualifications see ICRP Publication 9.
2/ 1,5 rems/yr to thyroid of children up to 16 years of age.
3/ See paragraphs 84, 85, and 86, ICRP Publication 9.
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C. ‘lational Council on “Vadiation Protection and “{easurements* (NCNP)

The IC. position is tuat the rational use of rautlation shoull conforn

to levels of safety to users and the public which are at least as

gtrincrent as those achieved for other powerful asents. Continuing and

chronic exposure attributable to peaceful uses of ionizing radiation

are assumel,

rt yoy Tans Jos eT. epee gees { - cea eTid SIRT has ado,te.t cha assumption of no-thras £iit luse-arfects

relationship and uses the term "dose linits"” in providing guidance on

population exposures. All radiation exposures are to be kept as low as

practicable, The numerical values of exposure as presented are to be

interpreted as recommendations, not regulations. Use of the no-threshold

concept involves t!.2 thesis that thera ts ne exposure linit free fron

some degree of risk.

To establish criteria, ‘ICRP uses the concept of "acceptable risk" (where

the risk is compensated by a demonstrable benefit) broken dowm to fit

classes of individuals or population groups exposed for various purposes

to different quantities of radiation. ‘lumerical recommendations for dose

limits are necessarily arbitrary because of their mixed technical value-

judgment foundation. The dose limits for individual members of the public

and for the average population recommended by NCRP represent a level of

risk considered to be so small compared with other hazards of life, and

 

*Tormerly ‘“nown as the National Committee on Radiation Protection and ‘feasurenents.



so well offset by perceptible benefits when used as intended, that public

approbation will be aciieve! wien the informad nublic review process ts

completed.

For peaceful uses of radiation, NCRP provides yearly numerical dose linits

. att . wo oars fo.
tlhe quslic, considering (yssl. 7: se.acie 2ff lei,b

iFin fe, Pt lg te, taeda:
EVP oa ViGe ak La Wars

and strongly advocates maintenance of lovest practicavle exposure levels,

Pytt. ot + of ste vt oat. -* : ca tl-.: wes foes yoo nae 8 1,
te : =- . . > ’ aD

limits for the averarze populatioa based upon somatic and genetic consider-

ations and recommends the same value as IC™ of 5 reas in 39) years for

azonadal exposure of the U.5. ponulation. Table TII contains a summary of

2 antitled, "Basic RadiationL
orecommended values. ‘ICRP Report To.

apdating of “ICL? recommendations for protection of the vublic.

 

TABLEIII

NCRP DOSE LIMITS i/

Individual Population

Whole body 0.5 rem/yr 0.17 rem/yr

Gonads - 0.17 rem/yr 2!
Gonads (alternative 3/ 5.0 rems/30 yrs

objective)

1/ For conditions and qualifications on application, see NCRP Report
~ No. 39, "Basic Radiation Protection Criteria. "'

2/ To be applied as the average yearly value for the population of
the United States as a whole. See paragraph 247, NCRP Report No. 39.

3/ See paragraph 247, NCRP Report No. 39.
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Criteria Against Which Survey Findings and Alternative Measures Will Be

Evaluated

The Task Greup approacned the question of radtation dese criteria fren

two directions. First, FRC, ICRP, and NCRP recommendations reviewed

above were judged us te applisability in chis situation. Second, a risk

approach was reviewed using information from ICRP, UNSCEAR, and the

ris latter»National Academy of Science BEIR Committee. The results of ¢!po

effort are summarized in Part # which follows.

The radiological survey of Enewetak Atoll provides a comprehensive data

base needed to derive recommendations relative to the radiologically safe

return of the Enewetak people. These recommendations are to be based on

an evaluation of the significance of all radioactivity on the Atoll in

‘terms of the total exposure to be expected in the returning population,

and on consideration of those reasonable actions and constraints which,

where made, will result in mininum exposures.

The guidelines used in deriving these recormendations can be summarized

as two interdependent considerations:

l. Expected exposures should be minimized and should fall in a range

consistent with guidance put forward by the Federal Radiation Council

(FRC) . |

2. Actions taken to reduce exposures should be those which show promise

of significant exposure reduction when weished against total expected

exposures and the "costs" of the actions. "Costs," in this context,

are measured primarily in terms of costs to the Enewetak people as

constraints on their activities or as dollar costs for cleanup or

remedial action.
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In these evaluations, it should be emphasized that dosages through various

pathways are estinated on the Dvasis of environmental data and considerations

of expected living patterns and dietary habits. ‘hile "radiation standards"

do not exist for environmental conta:ination levels in substances sucii as

soil and foodstuffs, there is general agreement in terms of conservative

stofels of these pathiavs and cle relavionships betveen a certain level in

the environment and the likely dose to result from the pathway exposure.

The area of plutonium in soils, however, is one for which there is no

general agreement as to the quantitative relationship between levels in

soils and dosages to be expected through the inhalation pathway, the

primary one through which man can receive a sisnificant dose fron

plutonium. The ICRP recomenis a maxinun vermissible average concentration

(PC) of 1 picocurie per cubic meter (pCi/m3) of air for "insoluble"

plutonium and 0.06 pCi/n? for "soluble" plutonium for unrestricted areas.

“hile the plutonium in the soil at Enewetak is thought to be typical of

world-ide fallout, and therefore insoluble, 9.96 nCi/m? will be used

for the sake of conservatism.

Appendix A of Inewetak Radiolovical Survev, 1VO-140, presents two possible

metnods for deriving the exposures that may occur turough the inhalation

pathway for plutonium in soil. (This is the pathway of interest for the

reteitly
present although it is zeereanteed that for the very distant future,

ingestion may become nore important by comparison, Table 250 of Appendix

TI shows that exposure to bone, liver, and lung from 239?u are expected

to pe a fev hundredths of a ram in 3) vears for vatihways other than

innalation.) This material is sroducel as Attachinent T of this section
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The tvo ucthods presented are the "resuspension-factor" approach and the

: Itai : aye : 2395 . ' be
RUSS" 2UaGiIN® approaca, cola concentrations of Tu tuat would be

associated with tie standard for 239pu in air (0.04 pCci/n3) by the two

mMeatuols are:

oa ef eas sage oye ci/
pbSMALL ADOTdel eo © © © © © « 6 © 339 peas 3

or “latciuitm in toilsreyes . 4y- ~ ye 7 Le 7 nr _A wecent tapert, ‘ Oreo ocd tic rim Stincurl

LA=3433-15, presents recommendations derived from estimates of exposure

through inhalation considering the concentration of *39Pu in the very top

surface soil. The following values were recommended:

409 nCi/z - For all particle sizes provided no more than

290 oCi/- in< 109/am size fraction.

A revised Maximum Permissible Concentration, (PC, of 9.3 pCi/m? for

individuals was used in these determinations. The estimates apply to

large area contamination. Levels several times larger could be permitted

for localized deposition.

The Task Group recognizes that the islands of [newetak Atoll are small

and that the areas of highest 239Pu in soil on these islands are smaller

still. On the other hand the people live close to the soil. It is also

recognized that experts are not in agreement as to the critical organ for

inhaled plutoniun, whether to use an average dose for this organ, or the
—— a

—_—_—oOoT — x
~~.

model to be used to predict Jose.V tathoinrerest-ef seein —acenscruative.

yet. flexible. anmroach to cansi i crt bac: -
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1.

The

Ae

Any areas or locations were soil concentrations of 232>5 are greater

than 400 pCi/- should receive corrective action with contaminated

soil removed for disposal.

Situations with soil levels in the 40 to 400 pCi/g range may receive

cocrective altioa vith #acu area or Location evaluated on a case by

case basis.

following guidance is provided for this evaluation:

Islands with soil levels in the above range may be divided into two

categories, those of sufficient size for construction of permanent

houses, and those that are not,

Removal of 739Py contaminated soil is Detter justified within tue

ranze apove for the larger islands such as JXJET or SALLY where

permanent housing may someday be located and for near surface

locations on the larger islands. . —
Oey ae EbAtae

The smaller islands may be considered of less concern. Their leseters

outlook is uncertain since they are sometines increasing in size and

sometines erroding avay. Small islands may be washed over by stora

Waves and are not a safe site for permanent housing. From that

viewpoint, they are in the sane category as unnaned sandbars along

the reef where other islands may have disappeared or be forminc,

The amount of effort that properly may be eiven to soil renoval in

this rance increases as the soil concentration increases,

At

mee = action is teste taken, the objective ts to achieve

a substantial reduction fn plutonium soil concentrations, and further,

to reduce concentrations to the lowest practicable level, not to

reduce them to some prescribed numerical value.
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3. Areas or locations showiny “ess than 49 pCi/z do not require corrective

action because of the presence of plutonium alone,

Task Group views these reconmmendatians as the best current approacn, ee

or. taining: acesptable actions“asains utoaduia”in soil at Khevetan

mK uo

Th, criteria to the axbaat that tuere dos
y. ~N “

\ ~
adequate\physical or biological basis-‘on tuiich to>

    

  

As

ffrn and Jurable standards for cleanup of slutoniun
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The

Recomended Guides

anstandards issued by TRC are recomended as the basic guidance for

evaluation of exposures to individuals to Enewetak. This is recommended

rt
e

Drovigasa Pits

The full anount of tne numerical values should not be used for

tmosuras Fron a single can-nade source, in this caseevaluating 2:5 ss

radioactivity from veapous tests. ais is applied so that tue

Enewetak people will not de denied benefits of future auclear

tecinolory because they are receiving exposures from man-made

radiation at the naxinun level of acceptable standards.

“nvironmental followup surveys and studies of radioactivity levels

in people are verformed such that the full rance of radiation

exposures of individual members of the Unewetak population will be

kmoun.

=xposures of the Enewetak people are kept to the mininun practicable

level.

Survey, Cleanup, and Rehabilitation Tvaluation

Tt is recommended in this context that:

1 The FRC Radiation Protection Guide (RPG's) for individuals should be

used as the basic standard, The requirement is to assure that exposures

for continuous residence in Enevetak Atoll vill be well within the

annual and 30 year criterion. ‘while these are conservative standards

tue “Loe

from a health view voint, there is no budibéén conservatisn to account

for uncertainty in orediction of annual exposures to individuals.

secause of the conplex circumstances of exposure and the many vathivays,

aach «ith tts uncertainty, the Tasi: Troup recommends use of 39 nercout

111-14
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of the FRC annual standards for evaluation of the many cleanup and

rehabilitation alternatives at EKnewetax Atoll. This is not to be

viewed as an attempt to establish new standards but is considered to

be a necessary 2recaution in the application of current standards.

The following values apply for evaluation of alternatives:

“Whole body . 6 6 0 ee ee ee ew we ee 9025 en/yr

Bone marrow « « 6 « 6 « © © © ee ee 0625 Rem/yr

BONE 2 ww ew we ee ww ww ww ew oe M75 Rem/yr

Thyroid oc ew ee we ew ww we ww ew 1475 Rem/¥t

The Task Group recommends use of 190 percent of the TRC RPG's to

evaluate post cleanup and rehabilitation and post return conditions

wherein iftrect measurement of levels of radiation and radioactivity

in foods and in people are made. Under such conditions, dose

estimates should be subject to much less uncertainty. The requirement

is to assure that exposures are well within the FRC standards. See

Section A. of this Appendix for the FRC RPG's.

Tue eriteria for evaluating gonadal exposures at Enewetak Atoll should

be 4 rens in 30 vears. The requirement is to assure that long term

exposures vill be well within this criteria. The Task Group feels

justified in using 30 percent rather than 50 percent of the FRC

Standard since there will be ample time to verify exposure estimates

using actual sampling of the diet and time to follow the chansing

pattern of exposures of people.
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4. The recormended sidance,See 233py in soil, is:

a. <4) pei/: - corrective action not required.

b. 49 to 499 nCi/e - corrective action may he needed. Action to be

taken snould be detarminc!s on a case=ocase

basis.

Ce. 2429 pci: - corractive action rejuirel.

In applying the criteria for bone and bene varrov in part 1 above, it is

assuned that if annual exposures do not exceed the applicable criteria

in the year of hichest Jose, there will not be a requirement for liniting

lonser tern cunulative exposures. On the other hand, inplementation of

the “lovest practicable" concept will require considerations of effectiveness

of remedial measurts to reduce both annual and lonvzer tern exposures to the

extent practicable,
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t
e Risk Considerations

The Task Group and its tecimical advisors have reviewed the available

information from ICNP, WISCTAR, and the Inational Acadeny of Science BIIN

’Committee that could be used to esti:nate the health risi: that may de

assoctated «rith lonz tern exposures at tie level of the radiation dose

and soti reagval eriteria boiaz recunminsucd. Ie is clear Irun Chis

review that knowledge of the relationship vetween radiation dose and

4 in Jose-effect curves isi]affects of thac Jose on man as characterin

incomplete even for external radiation exposures. For internal emitters

and particularly for plutoniun, the situation is even less satisfactory.

UNSCIAR has sunmarized their fundines by statins that one should not

extrapolate in a linear fasnion from effects seen at hizi doses and dose

rates to effects at low doses and dose rates since there is stronz

likelyhood of recovery ani repair. The 3ZIR Committee, using only human

data, concluded that since the low dose data were incomplete, one should

conservatively assume a linear no-threshold dose-affect curve dram

through data obtained at hish doses and dose rates. The Committee further

Suzgpested that if this linear no-threshold curve is assumed to be correct,

it follows that 6,000 cases of cancer would be produced each year in a

population of 290,090,909 people exposed at a rate of 0.17 Rem/yr.

(This is the FRC R?G for population groups - see Table I.) For the

Enewetak population of less than 590 exposed at the same level, one can

make the following estinate:

7

6 x 193 cases/vr x 329 seople = 1.5 x 1972 cases of cancer/yr
 

2x 198 neople

SE
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_p exposure at the level of the recommended criterion of 0.25 Rem/yr would # +«<.

 

- ae . _

give iwice-shecebove-vaite Uding a linear dose-effect curve,oreH}
rrer

37 cases per year. The Task Group views this as a pessimistic upper linit

of risk. It could be inferred that there may be between zero and three

eases of cancer in 100 years if the entire Enewetak population were

continuously exposed to 0.25 Rem/yr over that time period.

7
' f

a Asferiuio avd - — ot

ack of,confidence in extrapolation of high dose and dose rate effects

into the very low dose and low dose rate situation, consicderationznf-

the fact that for alternatives being considered for cleanup and

3 Pb Tetnte ee
rehabilitation, Most of the exposure to whole body,and in fact to all

organs, comesfron internal enitters wheemin the shape of the dose-effect
, | 7 eT te dint 7 ee -

curve ,is most uncertain, ama lack of confidence in the statistics and

oo
risk estimate drawn there fron’tesa led the Task Group to have serious

reservations about their validity. The Task Group holds the opinion
' wt _.!Food

  that such estimates can not be used in any way to draw

conclusions on whether current radiation standards are too hish or too

low or as a basis for decision maxing relative to resettlement of

Enewetak Atoll. While the risk associated with doses at the level of

current standards is possibly not zero, it is viewed as being very low

as described by FRC, ICRP, and NCRP. The basic FRC standards,

conservatively applied, are viewed as suitable for Enewetak rehabilitation

provided there is also a serious and concerted effort to keep exposures

as low as practicable.
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